With a perfect storm of guest wireless networks, smartphones, tablets, and a workforce demanding to work on the device of their choosing, it’s become a major challenge for security teams to allow flexible access while maintaining a high level of security.

Service Features
Managed NAC from Security On-Demand helps organizations mitigate threats created by rogue endpoints including mobile devices, PCs and laptops, wireless access points, and other devices by notifying when they connect to the corporate environment based on pre-determined policies.

- When a device connects to the network we get connection details such as device MAC, IP, switch port, SSID etc. from your switches and wireless controllers to determine where the device is connecting.
- And we get user identity context from your user directories, DHCP servers, VPN concentrators etc. to determine who is connecting.
- We can get additional real-time device context such as OS, ports, protocols etc. by monitoring your network via SPAN or mirror ports.
- And we can interrogate a device to get more detailed device posture such as running apps, services, processes, OS versions, registry settings and the status of various security agents.
**Security On-Demand™** is the leading provider of advanced managed security services. Our solutions help organizations protect against security threats, adhere to compliance requirements, and manage risk. Our scalable architecture eliminates capital outlay, provides 24x7 support/monitoring coverage, and lowers management, maintenance and staffing costs.
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### You have the capability to select use cases to target specific needs in your environment.
- Rogue Device Detection
- IoT Device Detection
- Advanced Asset Visibility
- Endpoint Compliance Detection
- Unauthorized Application Notification
- Misconfigured Asset Detection
- Flexible Access Control by User, Device or Policy
- Remediation of Out of Compliance Endpoints
- Unauthorized Application Prevention
- Rogue Device Prevention

### Security On-Demand
- Manages the implementation of the service.
- Provides 24X7 SOC analysts that investigate and notify customers on high fidelity issues.
- Provides customer access to logs and alerts for the service through Security On-Demand’s cloud-based customer portal.
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Get started today. Request your 30-minute demo of our services. Contact a Security On-Demand Representative by emailing sales@securityondemand.com, or call us at 858.693.5655
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**Security On-Demand** is the leading provider of advanced managed security services. Our solutions help organizations protect against security threats, adhere to compliance requirements, and manage risk. Our scalable architecture eliminates capital outlay, provides 24x7 support/monitoring coverage, and lowers management, maintenance and staffing costs.
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**Managed NAC**
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**Who?**
- USER
- NAME
- EMAIL
- TITLE
- GROUPS

**Policy?**
- APPS
- SERVICES
- PROCESSES
- VERSIONS
- REGISTRY
- PATCHES
- ENCRYPTION
- ANTIVIRUS

**Where?**
- OS MAC ADDRESS
- IP ADDRESS
- SWITCH IP
- CONTROLLER IP
- PORT / SSID / VLAN

**What?**
- OS
- BROWSER AGENT
- PORTS
- PROTOCOLS
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